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A N AT I O N A L P E R S P E C T I V E :
T h e Wa v e o f D e m o g r a p h i c C h a n g e

ASKED WHAT SINGLE MEASURE HE WOULD USE TO TRACK WHETHER A CITY
IS MOVING IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION, RESPECTED DEMOGRAPHER WILLIAM
FREY REPLIED, “THE NUMBER OF EDUCATED 25 TO 34 YEAR-OLDS.”
A demographic wave is sweeping the nation, and
it will be a decisive force in shaping the economic
destiny of Huntsville. As cities move increasingly into
a knowledge-based economy, the kind of talented
people each attracts will determine whether it wins
or loses in the campaign for future prosperity.
According to economist Joe Cortright, the United
States is in the midst of a major demographic shift
that will have profound implications on the economic health of cities and metropolitan areas throughout
the nation. These shifts would be momentous under
any circumstances, but are all the more striking by
the advent of the knowledge-based economy.
The overall growth of the U.S. population — 28
million more residents to metropolitan America in
the 1990s — conceals the decline in a pivotal segment
of our population. Almost unnoticed, the number of
young adults has declined fully 8 percent. The metropolitan U.S. has four million fewer 25 to 34 yearolds in 2000 than it did in 1990.
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This group is the gold standard in the knowledgebased economy, and as a result, they are particularly
critical to the long-term economic health of metropolitan areas. These young adults, men and women,
have completed their formal educations and acquired
their initial work experiences. They are primed to
start on their career paths.
Statistically, 25 to 34 year-olds are the hardestworking segment of the population. In their mid-20s,
they are also at the peak of their mobility and more
likely to move across state lines than at any time in
their lives. In the time between their 25th and 35th
birthdays, these young adults not only start careers,
but find mates, start families, and put down roots.
Once rooted in place, the likelihood of their moving
to another state or metropolitan area will decline
precipitously.
While research for CEOs for Cities by Bob
Weissbourd and Chris Berry shows a higher correlation
between the preponderance of 35-44 year-olds and

the success of a local economy, the fact is that if a
city wants the 35-44 year-old demographic, it must
attract and retain them while they are young and
most mobile.
In recent years, cities have become increasingly
aware of the economic importance of talented workers, the people called the “creative class” by professor and author Richard Florida. These talented workers — writers, designers, engineers, architects,
researchers, and others — play a key role in creating
the new ideas that drive business success and regional economic progress. The greatest opportunity to
attract and retain these workers is when they are
young and mobile, and indeed, research by Joe
Cortright shows a strong correlation between places
with a significant fraction of educated 25 to 34 yearolds and various indices of the creative class.
For the nation’s metropolitan areas, then, this
shrinking group of young adults is daily making decisions on their personal futures that will in turn have
profound effects on the future of economic growth
for decades to come.
The importance of this trend has been masked by
three years of languishing economic growth (and in
many places actual job declines). With job losses still
fresh in mind, it is not as obvious that availability of
talent is a critical factor for economic success. But as
the nation puts the lingering recession behind it, and
as job growth accelerates (as now, finally, appears to
be the case), an abundant supply of knowledge workers will be a city’s competitive advantage.
This phenomenon will happen just as the U.S. is
moving from a 30-year era of rapid labor force growth
to a period of much slower growth and likely shortages. The three decisive trends that drove the
growth of the U.S. labor force in the past three
decades—the maturing of the Baby Boom generation,
women’s greatly increased economic role, and the
increase in college attainment—all reverse or flatten
out in the next two decades. The Baby Boom generation, now in its peak earning years, will soon begin
retiring, depriving the economy of some of its most
seasoned workers. Women’s labor force participation
doubled since the 1950s and has been a key force in
growing the U.S. economy, but it cannot go much
higher. And finally, the expansion of college education in the last two generations, raising college
attainment rates from less than 10 percent of the

population to more than 30 percent of young adults,
has stopped growing. The combination of Baby Boom
retirements, no net addition of women to the labor
force, and a constant college attainment rate mean
that labor is likely to be in short supply over the next
two decades.
In this environment of labor shortage, metropolitan areas like Huntsville are, in effect, in active competition for a limited supply of young workers, particularly those in the 25 to 34 year-old age group, the
most mobile in the population. Over the five-year
period of 1995 to 2000, more than 3 million persons
in this group moved among metropolitan areas, and
these areas also attracted nearly 2 million more persons from abroad. Most metropolitan areas lost population in the 25 to 34 age group during the 1990s,
largely because of the national demographic trends.
But some metropolitan areas were big gainers,
because they attracted more than their share of this
mobile group.
And it appears that success breeds success. The
more college-educated young people congregate in a
particular city, the more college-educated young
people want to locate there.
The same seems to be true for AfricanAmericans. While Atlanta has far outpaced other
cities in attracting young, college-educated AfricanAmericans, other Southern cities, including
Charlotte, Orlando and Dallas, are also enjoying
these concentration effects. Young Hispanics, on the
other hand, are generally becoming less concentrated. Because Hispanics were such a fast growing
demographic group in the 90s, it was hard for cities
to grow their young populations unless they were
attracting an increasing number of Hispanics.
The defining question going forward is: How well
is Huntsville positioned to compete for this mobile
and economically important group?
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HUNTSVILLE’S CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS

The percentage of young
talent in Huntsville dropped from
fourth among ten peer cities
1990
in 1990 to last in 2000, according
2000
to
“Meeting
the
Growth
Change
Challenge,” a study by Dr.
Percent
William Killingsworth at the
University of Alabama at
Huntsville. He concluded that
“workforce availability is critical today and will be a
crisis in the future.”
During the decade of the 90s, economist Joe
Cortright found that Huntsville lost 10,000 25 to 34
year-olds. That represents a decline of nearly 18
percent, more than double the US average of 8
pecent.
Of the 10,000 lost, 4,000 were college educated.
In this elite category of 25 to 34 year-olds, the
percentage decline was even worse –- 22 percent.
The decline is made more dramatic by the fact that
nationally the number of college educated 25 to 34
year-olds rose 10 percent.
College attainment at 31 percent is relatively
high for a smaller metro, but the college attainment
rate also fell almost 2 percentage points in the
last decade.

25 to 34
57,700
47,554
(10,146)
-17.6%

College Educated
18,873
14,727
(4,146)
22.0%

College Attainment
32.7%
31.0%

The preponderance of military contractors in the
Huntsville economy likely contributes to the problem
of attracting and retaining 25-44 year-olds. Military
contractors are rewarded for having teams with more
years of “experience” which tends to favor older
workers. Local recruiters, as well as young people,
told us that there are few entry level jobs available in Huntsville.
According to Jeff Thompson, Senior Business
Advisor, Office for Economic Development, University
of Alabama at Huntsville, Huntsville is losing young
adults to Atlanta (the most popular destination by
far), Nashville, Orlando, Seattle, Austin and the
Carolinas. He also says that once they leave, they are
not coming back. Why? He believes that changes in
the local economy during the 90s have, in effect,
locked out recent college graduates.
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H U N T S V I L L E F R O M A R E C R U I T E R’ S P E R S P E C T I V E

Five Huntsville employee recruiters for local
employers were interviewed for this report.
One Huntsville recruiter for a major engineering
company summed up Huntsville’s recruiting challenges in one simple phrase: “Huntsville is the
unknown.”
She was referring to the dearth of knowledge
about the city outside of the city. “People don’t know
what the town has to offer. I don’t think we’re on the
map,” she said. “It’s a hard sell until we can get them
here and show them.”
The perception of Huntsville before visiting or
moving to the city mostly dealt with its location in
Alabama. “A lot of people think we still have the
racial problems from the 60s, that we are not
advanced or progressive and that we would not have
a high tech workforce,” said one.
Once prospects arrive, recruiters told us, people
are typically surprised to find a town with a highly
educated populace, great schools, good neighborhoods, major corporations, arts organizations and
events, a low cost of living and a safe city.
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But like many we talked to, one recruiter, representing a defense contracting company, isn’t necessarily seeking out knowledge workers in the 25 to 34
year-old demographic. Typically, these engineering/defense contractor companies which are the
backbone of Huntsville’s economy are looking for
older, more experienced workers who value the
assets Huntsville offers for families and kids.
But The Boeing Company’s Senior Site Executive
Peri Widener countered that view. Fifty percent of
Boeing’s new hires are expected to be 25 to 34 years
old. In fact, Boeing has started an affinity group
called “REACH” to help young people feel less isolated inside Boeing, where the average age of workers
is 45 to 47.
Young workers at Boeing function differently,
according to Widener. They value diversity, are
comfortable with change and want to be involved.
Young workers are “faster and twice as creative.”
A survey of jobs available in Huntsville on two of
the most popular internet-based job search engines
revealed that jobs in the high tech sector require

many years of experience (typically 10 years). And
there were few jobs outside of the defense and
engineering fields that would be desirable to the
demographic.
Additionally, many companies tend to recruit within
Huntsville as much of the work is done on a contract
basis, with workers moving from one project to another.
However, some recruiters said they do recruit
within the demographic and that they’ve found most
people’s perception of Huntsville is that there is not a
lot to do. “There is not a lot of nightlife, not a lot of
restaurants or shopping,” one said. “You leave work
and you just go home.”
But, said another recruiter who echoed the lack of
nightlife, “We have a good record of attracting and
retaining this age group.” This same recruiter said
that there was nothing he could think of to make
Huntsville more attractive to prospects.
Many of the recruiters we spoke with reflected the
same kind of satisfaction with Huntsville. Here is a
sampling of some of the comments made:

Some business leaders in Huntsville –- especially in
the high tech sector -- expressed that they were not
worried about the ability to attract and retain workers. The reason: the jobs they offer will bring them
here because they pay well and they are jobs that
can’t be found anywhere else. Location and amenities, they said, were not an issue.
These comments, however, did not reflect those
heard when talking to people living in Huntsville in the
demographic.
According to recruiters, if there is any competition with Huntsville (some said there was none) it
comes mostly from Atlanta, Birmingham and Nashville.
The draw of these cities include a faster pace, better
nightlife, better shopping, more diversity, more arts
organizations and events, more restaurants, places to
meet people and network and more jobs.
Few recruiters gave suggestions or ideas about
improvements to Huntsville that would keep people in
the area.

“Our turnover rate is extremely low.
People like it here.”
“I’ve worked here twice, so it must be
good. I like it here.”
"I've lived here all my life. It's a great place.”
“The only problems we’ve encountered
are that a spouse would need a job and
couldn’t find work here. Hang-ups have
been minor.”
“I’ve lived in Huntsville 17 years. It’s
a great city.”
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W H AT TA L E N T E D Y O U N G W O R K E R S VA L U E

“The Young and the Restless,” a recent six-city
study by economist Joe Cortright and Carol Coletta,
collected information from mobile, college-educated
25-34 year olds in a series of 20 focus groups
conducted in the first quarter of 2004. Certain values
emerged that focus group participants hold in common.
Mobile, college-educated 25-34 year-olds value:
• An open, tolerant culture that welcomes newcomers
and new ideas
• Diversity defined not only as race, national origin
and income but also distinctive neighborhoods,
shops, restaurants and history
• Environments where they can be themselves and
live their values (This was particularly true of
minorities and former Southerners who were
especially grateful for the ability to be themselves
rather than to act out a stereotype.)
• The ability to “create a new history” and make
a difference

• Vibrant places where energy is felt and one can
“stumble onto the fun”
• Governments that take care of the basics – clean,
green, safe and easy to get around
• Cities which are best in class in some way. Being
best in class was viewed as a sign of sophistication,
success, distinctiveness and leadership at work
• Cities that offer lots of options for things to do,
including proximity to other fun cities
• Cities with plans, that are clear about what they
want to be and have bold leadership willing to take
risks to achieve it
Interviews in Huntsville confirmed that many of these
values are also held by talented young Huntsvillians.
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H O W TA L E N T E D Y O U N G W O R K E R S V I E W H U N T S V I L L E

INTRODUCTION
To understand what talented young workers think
about life in Huntsville, we undertook a series of
detailed interviews and focus groups. Focus groups
were conducted in Huntsville on May 10, 11 and 12,
2004. Participants were young adults – college-educated, 25 to 34 year olds. Some were newcomers to
Huntsville, having moved within the past two years.
Others grew up in the city, moved and came back.
Still others were natives who had never left or left for
only a brief time.
In addition, we received a number of emails in
response to press coverage of this study. Some of
those comments have also been incorporated into
this section.
Huntsville’s strengths and opportunities as identified by focus groups participants and email respondents are summarized below.
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PERCEPTIONS
STRENGTHS

OF

HUNTSVILLE’S

• Huntsville is generally viewed as a good place to
raise a family. “Family-oriented” was the term
most often used to describe Huntsville. There is
plenty for children to do.
• Huntsville’s K-12 public school system is believed to
offer a good education.
• Huntsville is affordable. Especially noted was the
low cost of housing.
• Huntsville’s population is considered to be better
educated and more sophisticated than the rest of
Alabama, particularly by Huntsville natives.
• Some view Huntsville as a “Yankee city in the
South.” But Huntsville still possesses Southern
hospitality.

• Huntsville offers its residents an easy life style. It’s
easy to get around in Huntsville.
• Huntsville’s size puts it “somewhere between a
small town and a big city.”
• Huntsville has a small town feel, which has
appealing aspects to some people. There is
“community feeling,” where people care about
helping others.
• Huntsville is clean.
• Huntsville is safe.
• Huntsville is “beautiful,” and its “mountains
distinguish it from the rest of Alabama.” “I learned
to appreciate it when I brought a friend here who
said Huntsville is so pretty.”
• Huntsville enjoys considerable natural resources
in and near the city. This puts recreation opportunities within easy reach.
• Huntsville is a city in which you can be a “big fish
in a small pond.”
• Huntsville has a heritage of “putting America on
the moon.”
• Huntsville has “amazing scientists, plenty of
patents.”
• A number of participants felt Huntsville offers great
business opportunities.
• The large number of transients not only creates
business opportunities, but also opportunities to
network with new people, especially in the
technology field.
• Huntsville has a fair amount of diversity for a midsize Southern metro.
• Huntsville has a wide range of minor league sports
options.
• Huntsville has a “cultured feel.”
• Huntsville is perceived to have a more stable job
market than other cities.
• Huntsville is close to other cities with assets that
compliment those of Huntsville, including
Birmingham, Nashville, Atlanta, Chattanooga and
Memphis.
• Huntsville has potential.

• Huntsville is “a great place to stage a first.”
• Huntsville is a “place you can start afresh.”
• Huntsville has “a lot of great dynamic pieces that
just need to be brought together.”

PERCEPTIONS OF HUNTSVILLE’S AREAS
FOR IMPROVEMENT
• There is “not an overabundance of things to do” in
Huntsville. There is a “lack of music, culture, arts,
food, nightlife, diversity.” The city “lacks arts and
cultural events.” “There is not a Starbucks.”
“There is a lack of nightlife.” Huntsville needs “a
better bar scene – we don’t even have good dives.”
“Huntsville doesn’t even have a zoo. How lame
is that?”
• Huntsville is dull. “All my friends opted for jobs in
bigger cities due partly to the perceived dullness of
the city. As a 26 year-old and a recent graduate of
the University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa, I couldn’t
agree more with that assessment.”
• Huntsville needs “better music acts and better
shopping.” “There ain’t no place to kick it in
Huntsville.”
• There is “lack of activity.” There is “no hub for
young people” where there is a “mix of people and
food” and you can “walk.” There is “not a down
town area where everything is happening.”
Huntsville needs a place “where you can park and
go to 15 different restaurants.” “The city needs to
get dedicated to a district for all of us to go to and
stick with it.” “There is not a vibrant downtown.”
• “Research Park needs a central place. It’s just
office boxes and lawns. It’s boring. It needs a
pedestrian area where people go to lunch and
people-watch.”
• As a smaller but sprawling metro, Huntsville has no
place where activity is concentrated. “You need
two or three of everything to hit everyone.”
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• We need a more bike-friendly city. “A destination
such as a pedestrian-friendly zone in Research Park
would be synergistic” for biking and for people
gathering.
• “More coordinated zoning is needed.” Huntsville
“needs more sign regulations” if it to protect what
makes its landscape distinctive.
• There is “no single life” and “no place to meet
people.” “It is extremely hard to meet people” and
“social networks help retain people.”
• There is “nowhere to go unless you go to a bar.”
• There is “no way for young business people
to meet.”
• There is “no outdoor eating.”
• There are “not enough [available] women.” “Every
girl I’ve met has been married and divorced with a
kid.” “People here marry too young. Look at the
wedding announcements. Is this a Southern thing?”
• Everything is geared toward families. “I felt like I
needed to rent two kids this year for Panoply.” And
while Huntsville is a great place to raise a family,
“it’s just hard to find someone you want to raise
it with.”
• The city is not tolerant of activities for young
adults. “It is hard to get permits for concerts and
outdoor activities.” “People who come downtown
are treated like criminals.”
• The perception that Huntsville is a big city with a
small town feel means “you see the same 10 people
everywhere.” The “small town thing means people
are networked, but that’s positive and negative.”
“There is only one degree of separation in
Huntsville.”
• Huntsville is a “town of contradictions: High tech
and Redneck.”
• Newcomers can find it hard to meet people because
“the natives have so many cliques.” “There is a
wall between the people who grew up here and the
people who didn’t.”
• The “Bubba system is at work” in Huntsville.
Everything is “based on who you know.”
• It is “really hard to get a foot in the door” when it
comes to jobs in Huntsville. “You need three years
of experience to get a job.”
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• There is a “stigma with the workforce.” “Unless
you are an engineer, there is not much opportunity.” “If you are not part of the Arsenal, you’re out
of luck.”
• “Local organizations behave in a very selfprotective manner, even at the expense of releasing
a lower quality product. In my opinion, that is
probably the single most important local issue that
will need to be addressed.” Regarding the arts, one
person said, “We are protecting a mediocre
product.”
• A number of focus group participants said they were
“embarrassed” to tell their buddies they have jobs
in Huntsville. “Friends beat me up over taking a job
in Huntsville.”
• Huntsville has a conservative, traditional
environment.
• There is “not a lot of cool housing” for young
people. “Housing doesn’t serve this demographic
well. We need cool living near an entertainment
mecca.”
• While certain areas of Huntsville “are really nice,
others are not. There are certain sides of town that
get no money because of the people who live
there.”
• One African-American woman made the statement,
“I have a feeling that the city doesn’t care about
me, my culture, my ethnicity.” An AfricanAmerican college student made this observation:
“Black people don’t go downtown – there’s nothing
there for them to do. Everything should happen
downtown. You should be able to go and walk
around from place to place. But there’s nothing for
us to do.”
• “The city’s universities are not well-known, are dis
connected from their surrounding neighborhoods
and provide little college town-type energy or
appeal to the city. There is no sense of “smart
people walking around.” “UAH is considered a
commuter school.” (“UAH = University at Home)
One student at UAH said he had the impression that
the city did not care about the university: “The city
needs to cater to the college. Right now they just
use it in their brochures. They don’t care about us.”

• An A&M student without a car said: “I can’t get any
where unless I get a ride with a friend. I never go
downtown because it’s hard to get to. We need
some sort of public transportation system here. If
you don’t have a car you’re pretty much stranded
on campus. There’s nowhere to walk to nearby
either.”
• The areas around the universities are neglected and
not integrated into the campuses at all. “There is
only one apartment complex within walking
distance of the campus… There are NO “neighborhoods” at all, just some old subdivisions or slums as
we call them. There are no coffee houses, no
stores, no places to just hang out nearby,” said
a UAH student.
• There is “a big disconnect on how to make
[downtown] work” in Huntsville.
• The city doesn’t provide a supportive environment
for “creative opportunities.” “There are ideas
galore that go nowhere because somebody
stops it.”
• Huntsville “has the rhetoric [for progress] down
pat, but they don’t mean it.”
• The “vision is lacking” for Huntsville. There is no
sense of “looking forward.” “Nobody is looking at
the big picture.”
• There is “a line drawn in the sand. Older people
like Huntsville the way it is. They are unwilling to
change their mindset, and it will die hard.” “It’s
really about Old Huntsville vs. New Huntsville.”

“There needs to be a major shift in thinking by
those who have grown comfortable with the ‘Olde
Town’ mindset.”
• The city does not sell itself well. There is a
“stigma associated with Alabama.” Alabama has a
reputation of “people with rotten teeth, we marry
our sisters, we sweat, don’t bathe and can’t speak
English.” “Alabama is our last name” was a
frequently-heard negative comment.
• There is a disconnect between the high-tech
industries and the city’s level of technology use and
application. “Supposedly we’re this high-tech city,
but there are few wireless hotspots. What’s up with
that? You’d think the city would be on the cutting
edge with all these smart people around. There
isn’t the tech atmosphere that you would expect…
Huntsville has to stay on the cutting edge of
technology, or I am going to lose interest.”
• Young people “don’t know about things going on.”
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H O W TA L E N T E D Y O U N G P E O P L E D E S C R I B E H U N T S V I L L E

“Conservative” and “family-oriented” were the
two terms most often used to describe Huntsville.
Focus group participants generally compared
Huntsville with cars that are safe, nice, economical,
reliable, but limited and not the best. When asked,
“If Huntsville were a car, what kind of car would it
be?” here’s what they said:
“City leaders want Huntsville to be a Volvo
wagon – safe.”
”Huntsville is most like a Volvo station wagon.
It’s a nice car, but it’s limited in what it can do.”
“It’s safe and gives off a ‘proper’ public image.”
“Huntsville is like a Hyundai – small and economical.”
“Huntsville is like a Camry – good, reliable but
not the best.”
There was plenty of agreement with these statements. However, one participant described it a bit
differently:
“Huntsville is like a Thunderbird –- old, but trying
to move to a new history. It is definitely evolving.”
Other words used to describe Huntsville were
these:
• Dull
• Boring
• Tranquil

• Average
• Southern (Antebellum homes, history,
architecture) but not Southern (better
educated, not corrupt)
• Beautiful
• Stability
• Opportunity
• Possibilities
• Small town atmosphere
• Homey
• Educated
• Technology
• Engineers
• Historical
• Space
• Convenient
• Practicality
• Growing
• Clean
• Almost
• Easily accessible
• Exciting as things start to change
• Thriving
• Inspiring – you can see the potential
• Progress, evolving
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W H AT TA L E N T E D Y O U N G P E O P L E R E C O M M E N D
FOR HUNTSVILLE

The following comments represent responses
from focus group participants when asked for their
recommendations to make Huntsville more appealing
to them and to people like them.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide more choices.
Invest in cultural activities downtown.
Promote walking.
Create synergy downtown.
Re-do downtown.
Focus on a few things.
Make connectivity a priority.
Listen to smart growth advocates and Congress for
the New Urbanism.
• Act on a master plan.
• Get over the fear of development and making
money.
• Discover the river.
• Bring people downtown. Embrace that. Don’t treat
them as criminals.
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• Focus on downtown. Make it walkable, safe.
Promote it.
• Appeal to 25-34 year-olds.
• Encourage mixed-use development.
• Make it possible for people to come downtown and
get everything they need.
• Take more advantage of natural resources.
• Make it possible for me to bring my dog and sit
outside at a restaurant or coffee shop.
• Build an outdoor amphitheatre.
• Provide a nice place to have a reception.
• Build cool housing near entertainment mecca.
• Develop loft living.
• Provide smaller housing (1400-1600 sq. ft.) to
appeal to young people.
• Develop outdoor dining. Let people sit outside.
• Keep things open later.
• Create an entertainment area with destinations
“side by side by side.”
• Pick one street and develop both sides.

• Create something like “The Summit” in
Birmingham.
• Create an entertainment center and higher end
shopping.
• Use downtown as the center point for entertainment development.
• Create something like an art market on Saturday
mornings. Use Eastern Marketing in D.C. as a
model.
• Create work opportunities for people just out of
college.
• Encourage people to remain inside the city limits.
Then you can form a community and encourage
civic concern.
• Encourage diversity in entertainment – comedy,
music.
• Have things that cater to young people.
• Continue to rebuild downtown.
• Keep downtown businesses open at night.
• Eliminate the resistance to entertainment. The city
has to understand it needs to grow.
• Develop more free parking downtown.
• Develop a young adults leadership group.

• Develop outdoor recreation activities. There is
nothing cool, but it is almost there. We need
kayaking, a dog park.
• Develop club sports, like field hockey and soccer.
• Develop a publication that pulls things together and
can be a voice for young people.
• Develop more recreation.
• Promote our assets.
• Promote Huntsville as an intelligent city.
• Promote the cost of living.
• Promote Huntsville’s great entrepreneurial spirit.
• Play up the natural resources.
• Work to attract businesses other than defense
contractors.
• Revitalize areas in trouble, old schools, old streets.
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CLUES FOR MARKETING HUNTSVILLE
FROM EARLIER STUDIES

Earlier focus groups, conducted in July, 1999,
with 25 to 34 year-old tech workers who had arrived
in Huntsville/Madison County within the past two
years, offer insights into the attitudes and interests
of educated young adults.
The summary from these groups concludes:
• Friends, word of mouth and college placement
offices are primary drivers for singles in their
decisions to locate. For marrieds, recruiters and
spouses had more influence.
• Military background, either personal or family,
increases awareness of Huntsville.
• First perception is that Huntsville is not on the
cutting edge of today’s technology.
• Outside of specific industries, there is no recognition of Huntsville’s position in technology
fore-front.
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• Space and military technology is not viewed as
cutting edge or relevant to today’s world if a
person is not in these fields.
• Space and defense industries are too risky for
career choice.
• Huntsville/Madison County doesn’t have a positive
reputation among their friends.
• Few liberal arts-oriented jobs make spousal
employment difficult.
• There is a perception that employers discourage
personal interaction with other local employees.
• It is difficult to progress up the ladder any
time soon.
In May, 2000, Creative Focus, Inc. of Atlanta
delivered to the Huntsville Chamber of Commerce its
final report on a name evaluation for Huntsville. It,
too, used focus groups to draw opinions from educat-

ed young adults, in this case those ages 21-35 working in a technology-based business with a technology
degree or a Bachelor of Science degree.
The final reports contained a number of interesting insights about the city’s image. But for this
study’s purpose it is most important to note the following:
• When asked to respond to potential labels for
Huntsville, participants responded best to names
that were straightforward, clear and concise. They
were turned off by gimmicks and contrivances.
“Names that sound too contrived cause the respondents to feel wary, apprehensive and uninterested.”
This is critical to keep in mind in any efforts to
attract and retain educated young people in
Huntsville.
• The study concluded that the most promising names
were “Rocket Alley,” “Huntsville Technology
Basin,” and “Huntsville Technology Circle.” The
name “Rocket Valley” possessed a “dual positive

meaning,” conveying involvement in the space program and a city moving up. Significant here is the
appeal of a city moving up, moving forward, taking
off.
• The tag line “New Attitudes/New Ideas” seemed to
have the most promise of those tested. Note the
appeal of “new,” which also suggests “different”
and “progressive.”
As Huntsville develops strategies to attract and
retain educated 25-34 year-olds, honest, straightforward, no gimmicks communication that conveys a
progressive environment has special appeal.
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O B S E R VAT I O N S A B O U T H U N T S V I L L E ’ S O P P O RT U N I T I E S

C U LT U R E
Huntsville has a proud heritage of being selected
by some of the world’s most advanced scientists as
the place they would build the rocketry that would
take man to the moon. Since its creation in 1960,
Marshall Space Flight Center and the companion U.S.
Space and Rocket Center have helped define
Huntsville. The original scientists at Marshall, led by
Werner Von Braun, appreciated fine arts and made
sure Huntsville had an active cultural life.
Add Marshall Redstone Arsenal and related contractors, and the military has formed the core of
Huntsville’s economy for the past 30 years. It also
colors its culture.
Huntsville is today a city that is most often
defined by the young people we talked to as conservative, family-oriented and safe –- mirroring values
often attributed to military culture.
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In her book “Regional Advantage,” AnnaLee
Saxenian concluded that Silicon Valley flourished
while Route 128 in Boston languished because Boston
had “too much hierarchy, a custom of rigidity, and not
enough flexibility and collaboration in the corporate
gene pool.”
Saxenian’s observations can be viewed as a warning that Huntsville’s culture must not be too conservative (resistant to change) and rigid if it is to adapt
to changing times. Young people help accelerate necessary adaptation and change, an observation reinforced by Peri Widener at Boeing. Yet, new college
graduates find it hard to get hired in Huntsville.
And if a city is unable to attract college graduates by their mid-20s, their likelihood of moving
begins to decline thereafter.
While it may be true that there are few places in
the country that can boast the track record of
Huntsville in the aerospace and defense industries,

technology sector jobs are becoming more and more
diverse. No longer is an engineer limited to jobs in
defense and aerospace. In other words, the competition is heating up.
Compounding the challenge for Huntsville is that
its economy is heavy with engineers and with men.
But the growth of college-educated 25 to 34 year-olds
during the last decade is heavily weighted to women.
The number of college-educated Americans has
increased by 750,000 since 1990; 600,000 of them
were women! So Huntsville must work especially hard
to be attractive to women if is to attract and retain
college graduates.
One Huntsvillian shared the opinion that “the
town is run by old people.” If, indeed, that is the
case, Huntsville must aggressively seek ways to bring
young people into the civic dialogue.

PLACE
Recent decisions about the downtown form represent lost opportunities to enhance the quality of
place in Huntsville. Too many buildings downtown are
set back from the street and surrounded by parking,
eliminating the opportunity to encourage street life
and energy – the very things educated young people
say they want.
Big Spring Park could be an important asset, but
its edges are uninviting, suggesting a suburban rather
than an urban park.
The Medical Center and downtown are treated as
separate, disconnected districts, yet there are only a
few blocks that separate the two. (And those blocks
are full of gorgeous homes and trees.) There is an
obvious opportunity to connect more tightly the two
districts to the advantage of both. The same is true
with the wonderful neighborhoods close to downtown.
A new downtown plan, now in development, may
address some of these opportunities, but it was
unavailable for the consultants’ review.

Huntsville is also blessed with natural assets that
should be fully exploited for their potential to provide active outdoor recreation, along with a green,
plush environment that helps hard workers achieve
balance in their lives.

IMAGE
Huntsville is very torn about its image. On the
one hand, citizens say, “We took this country to the
moon.” They say, “We are a Yankee town in the
South,” that “we’re not like Alabama.” But young
people said friends ridiculed them for taking jobs in
Huntsville, and people told us repeatedly that being
in Alabama is a disadvantage from an image
standpoint.
Huntsvillians also don’t know whether to
embrace rocketry or shun it as old-fashioned technology. A study conducted in May, 2000, attempted to
identify a new image for Huntsville that would appeal
to young technology workers. But the study’s recommendations were never used.
The attempts to bring together Huntsville’s history and its more recent developments have been awkward, at best. The “Antebellum to Anti-Gravity”
headline on a popular tourism brochure reflects this
split personality.
Huntsville presents an overwhelming impression
of a family town. Few if any images of young singles
or couples happily using the city are used.
So what is an appealing, appropriate and coherent identity for Huntsville still seems to be an open
question.
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T H E C O O L FA C T O R : H U N T S V I L L E ’ S S P E C I A L A S S E T S

Our interviews throughout Huntsville revealed a
number of special assets that, if properly exploited
and woven into an appealing narrative, can be used
to attract and retain educated young adults.
What follows is a somewhat idiosyncratic list of
Huntsville’s assets that the consultants believe have
real potential to appeal to young adults:

GREEN HUNTSVILLE
• A 130-mile greenway throughout the city and
county is under construction, along with an 8-mile
blueway on the Flint River.
• Having Monte Sano State Park, with 10 miles of trails
and in-town cabin rentals, inside the city limits is a
very unusual asset.
• The Wheeler National Wildlife Reserve offers
birding and biking.
• The Moon Over Three Caves Dance, sponsored
annually by the Land Trust, is an evocatively-named
event.

PA RT Y H U N T S V I L L E

• Huntsville Art Museum’s plans to expand its
restaurant into Big Spring Park will animate the
downtown public realm in exciting new ways.

LIVE HUNTSVILLE
• There are a number of great neighborhoods close to
downtown that should be clearly identified,
promoted, developed, connected and punctuated
with gathering places, such as neighborhood
restaurants, coffee shops, bars, etc.

INTELLIGENT HUNTSVILLE
• Huntsville has a higher college attainment than
average, and young people recognize this. They
view Huntsville as “better educated” than other
cities, a perception that should be exploited in the
city’s promotion and cultural development.
• Along with widely recognized cities including
Austin, Washington, D.C., Raleigh-Durham,
Huntsville was named this year by Forbes as one of
the Top 10 Best Places for Business.

• A new cluster of restaurants and bars in downtown
have added visible new energy to the city’s
nightlife.
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H U N T S V I L L E R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

DELIVER AN APPEALING REALITY
No promotion is a substitute for an appealing
reality. Focus first on delivering an appealing reality
for educated young people.
Place: The Built Environment
• Create a vibrant downtown where energy is
palpable. Make one “great place” that everyone
can enjoy. Concentrate entertainment destinations
so that visitors can park once and choose among
many options. Avoid spreading downtown out in
such a way that activity is too scattered and
potential energy is dissipated. Encourage the
museum to open onto the park with its planned
restaurant facilities. Too many of the newer
buildings downtown are set-back from the street
and fronted by parking in a suburban manner,
thereby destroying the urban character. Be more
thoughtful about where parking is placed and how
it is designed.
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• Improve the relationship of the downtown performing arts venues to each other and to the
street. Neither building has any energy surrounding
it nor any positive spin-off effect on the surrounding
neighborhood.
• Make parking downtown at night free or very
cheap. Do not view downtown parking as a
municipal revenue generator. Downtown destinations can validate parking tickets if it is cheap
enough.
• Create more places to meet people. These can be
bars, restaurants, coffee shops and bookstores.
But they can also be the recycling center, a
farmers market, an art walk, a concert or lecture
series. Places to meet don’t have to be open 7 days
a week or require major investments, at least not
in the beginning. But they have to be regular and
sustained, even through what may be a slow startup. To the extent that these can become regional
weekend draws, make that happen.
• Use short-term events and temporary set-ups to
test and prove a market for the built environment

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

and for new business and civic developments. Be
cautious, though, about getting too protective and
too committed to events and temporary set-ups.
Encourage more permanent responses to the need
that events and temporary set-ups demonstrate.
Build stronger visual and pedestrian connections
among downtown and nearby neighborhoods and
the medical district.
Review the Five Points Commercial District plan
developed by Auburn University Center for
Architecture and Urban Studies and begin its
implementation.
Encourage the development of in-town housing
options for young people. Expand housing options
for young people, and insure that zoning laws
encourage denser housing and mixed use.
Encourage street life throughout the city with
outdoor restaurant seating, parking behind
buildings rather than in front, entrances facing the
sidewalks, ample sidewalks, bike-friendly streets
and public transportation.
Continue to make your neighborhoods distinctive,
with their own identities.
In an attempt to make Huntsville more walkable,
narrow the streets and create more “corner storetype” destinations within 5-minute walking
distances of residential neighborhoods. Orient the
entrances of these commercial destinations to the
street to encourage walking.
Retrofit the campuses of University of Alabama at
Huntsville and Alabama A&M to make them more
dense, walkable and vibrant, and connect them to
their surrounding neighborhoods.

P L A C E : T H E N AT U R A L E N V I R O N M E N T
• Protect and leverage your green assets. Build and
promote a regional greenway/blueway destination
that will attract young weekend travelers from the
region. Restrict signage so that it does not hide or
detract from the city’s natural beauty.
• Consider ways to enhance the outdoor nature of
Huntsville in ways that will appeal to young people.

Dog-friendly cities, for instance, win big points with
young adults. Plus, dogs are consistent with
Huntsville’s family town image. Making Huntsville
stand out as a dog-friendly place would be an
opportunity to deliver something appealing to
singles and to families.
C U LT U R E
• Create a political and civic culture that encourages
entrepreneurship. Use Huntsville’s entrepreneurs
to encourage a new generation of entrepreneurs.
Encourage City Hall to use its processes to make
business formation easier.
• Nurture the formation of a young adult group to
have an impact on the civic and social direction of
the city.
• Involve young adults and creatives in civic decisionmaking. Support a study trip for committed young
creatives to a city like Portland, Oregon to deter
mine how that city has made itself a magnet for
young people.
• Use the universities to generate a more vibrant
intellectual life for Huntsville. Seek ways to
connect town and gown to strengthen both.
• Encourage city government to “loosen up” and
support more entertainment options for young
people downtown.
• Invest in the arts that appeal to educated 25 to 34
year-olds. Encourage arts organizations to trans
form themselves as necessary to reflect this
audience and its interests as part of their offerings.
“Mixing things up appeals to young people,” said
one arts producer.
• Energize the arts scene in Huntsville. No one inter
viewed could come up with any circumstance
where there is energy felt around the arts.
• Recognize that more 25-34 year-old women than
men in America have college degrees. To attract
more educated 25-35 year-olds means Huntsville
must appeal to women. Inventory the city from a
sophisticated young woman’s point of view and
make changes accordingly. One example is the
Huntsville Airport which, with its signage and dis
plays, “reads” as very masculine.
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BUSINESS
• Encourage the development of independent shops
and restaurants.
• Calculate the leakage of retail and entertainment
dollars to nearby cities. Identify ways to recapture
those dollars for Huntsville.
• Work to convince the Federal government that the
current way in which team “experience” is rewarded
is a hindrance to the national economy as well as
Huntsville’s economy.
• Develop corporate internships for college students
and new graduates.
• Develop affinity groups within corporations for
young people, similar to the REACH program at
Boeing.
PA C K A G E A N D P R O M O T E H U N T S V I L L E F O R
2 5 TO 3 4 Y E A R - O L D S
Cities that deliver quality of place, along with a
culture that supports the ability of young people to
be themselves and realize their dreams will be the
most appealing.
But it’s also important to let young people know
where Huntsville intends to compete as first, best or
only. When a city declares itself clearly on this question, it helps build pride in the community. And our
research has shown that educated young adults want
to live in cities they can be proud of, cities that their
peers recognize as competitive, attractive cities.
Packaging and promoting Huntsville to educated
25 to 34 year-olds is necessary, but it does not mean
delivering an image of Huntsville that turns off people in other age categories. It does mean considering
explicitly the way in which messages and images will
be interpreted by bright young people who have a
much more global outlook than most of their elders.
Most of us have had the experience of “talking
something into being.” It is important to realize that
packaging moves can affect reality – to positive and
negative effect. In the best cases, packaging will
affect the experienced reality of Huntsville in a positive manner.

• Use the city’s technology firms and talent to
gain status as a “technology savvy town” by
bringing technology into the public realm in
a notable way.
• As the risk of the U.S. losing its edge in
science and innovation increases, Huntsville
can present itself as part of “the solution”
with a highly visible symbol of progress in
this field. Explore the possibility of sponsoring a major national competition in the
field, establishing the nation’s premier
science and technology high school or
summer school, or partnering with a universally-recognized university in the field.
• Follow the lead of the Huntsville Art Museum
and form partnerships with institutions in
Nashville, Birmingham, Memphis and
Atlanta. Take the “best” of those cities and
bring them to Huntsville. Take the best of
Huntsville to those cities. Partner to make
something possible in all those cities.
• Develop a series of well-coordinated events
appealing to young adults that can be
marketed regionally. These should have an
“alternative” twist to them, communicating
that Huntsville is, indeed, unlike other cities
in Alabama and has its own “educated” flavor.
• During their college years, offer programs,
such as internships and volunteer opportunities,which connect students to the
community.
• Stay in touch with young people who grow up
in Huntsville or attend college in Huntsville
then move away. Communicate with them in
their voice and with images that relate to
them using media (likely email) that they
will notice.
• Encourage advertising support for arts and
enter-tainment-focused media, such as
Valley Planet, in printed form and online so
young people can know what’s going on and
organizations and business doing things can
get
the
word
out
about
their
activities.

• Resolve conflicts on the city’s vision,
direction and image. Determine where the
city wants to go, then get the significant
players on board.
• Update Huntsville’s identity and market the
city.
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SURVEY OF CITY GUIDES/NEWCOMER
P A C K E T S / W E B S I T E S / M A R K E T I N G M AT E R I A L S
FOR HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA

As part of the Talent Magnet Project, Coletta &
Company reviewed web sites and publications that a
person might use to form an opinion about the city.
The materials were reviewed for appeal to the 25-34
year old demographic using the following questions:

5) If the name of the city were taken off of the materials, would you know where you were? Is there a
unique sense of place demonstrated in the
materials?
_ Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt

1) Does the material demonstrate ethnic/cultural
diversity in the community?
_ Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt

6) Does the material show an active urban lifestyle
(focus on urban design, pedestrian traffic, mass
transit, busy city streets)?
_ Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt

2) Does the material show an active, contemporary
cultural scene?
_ Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
3) Does the material show people participating in
active outdoor recreation?
_ Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
4) Does it show young people enjoying the city?
_ Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
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7) Are unique neighborhoods highlighted and promoted?
_ Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
8) Is the music/bar/nightlife scene of the city shown?
_ Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
9) Does the city portray a dated or new image of
itself?
_ Very Dated _ Dated _ Somewhat New _ New and Very Hip

R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S F O R
HUNTSVILLE:
People make the city. All kinds of people.
Huntsville must begin to incorporate images of people in the city – at restaurants, at the art museum, in
neighborhoods, on the greenways, etc. to truly give
outsiders a feel for what the city is like.
After visiting Huntsville, it was disappointing to
find that none of its unique neighborhoods are highlighted on city-related web sites. These neighborhoods are a huge asset to Huntsville and should be
promoted heavily as they are distinctive to the city
and can’t be found anywhere else.
It would be a good idea for Huntsville to develop
a newcomers packet for corporations to give to
recruits. This packet should steer away from city government and tourism and focus on LIVING in
Huntsville. What do people do? Where do they go?
Where do people live? How do people meet? Where
do people gather? All are questions that this packet
should address. And it should address them not only
with text but with vibrant photos touting what is
unique to Huntsville – its locally owned businesses
(shops and restaurants), its neighborhoods, its art
museum, its performing arts groups, and its PEOPLE.

HUNTSVILLE TALENT MAGNET
PROJECT SURVEY OF CITY
GUIDES/NEWCOMER PACKETS/
WEBSITES/MARKETING MATERIALS
REVIEW:
DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS: HUNTSVILLE.ORG –
HUNTSVILLE/MADISON COUNTY CONVENTION AND
VISITORS’ BUREAU WEB SITE
1) Does the material demonstrate ethnic/cultural
diversity in the community?
_ Not at all _ Somewhat X Yes _ Without a doubt
This site gives the feeling that the city not only
acknowledges its African American population and
history, but embraces it. In the main menu, you see a

link to “African American Heritage.” However, there
is not any evidence of other cultures – Latino, Asian,
etc. Also, there are few pictures of people shown at
all – mostly landmarks and museums.
2) Does the material show an active, contemporary
cultural scene?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
Arts, culture, sporting events, etc. are hard to
come by on this site – especially arts and culture.
There is a section on recreation that highlights the
hockey team and other sports, but not with exciting
pictures of young people enjoying them.
3) Does the material show people participating in
active outdoor recreation?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
Only in the text – It doesn’t show people at all.
The site does list canoeing, the Flint River boat trips,
Ditto Landing, Green Mountain Nature Trail. There is
also an extreme skate park listed, but you see no
people enjoying all that there is to do.
4) Does it show young people enjoying the city?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
There are only a few pictures at the top of the
pages of the web site and they don’t show the city at
all.
5) If the name of the city were taken off of the materials, would you know where you were? Is there a
unique sense of place demonstrated in the
materials?
_ Not at all X Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
Because of the Space and Rocket Center and historic landmarks that are mentioned, but not by the
city itself.
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6) Does the material show an active urban lifestyle
(focus on urban design, pedestrian traffic, mass
transit, busy city streets)?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
You only see the skyline and not the city at the
street level with people. There is one shot of an historic hardware store that is downtown on the square
which demonstrates urban architecture.
7) Are unique neighborhoods highlighted and promoted?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
Unfortunately, Huntsville’s unique neighborhoods
located downtown are not mentioned at all.
8) Is the music/bar/nightlife scene of the city shown?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
The site lists restaurants (many of which are
national chains), but there are no photos of restaurants, bars, etc. or people enjoying them.
9) Does the city portray a dated or new image of
itself?
_ Very Dated X Dated _ Somewhat New _ New and Very Hip
There are lots of references to the historic and
very little “new” is highlighted on this site.

HUNTSVILLE TALENT MAGNET PROJECT
SURVEY OF CITY GUIDES/NEWCOMER
PA C K E T S / W E B S I T E S / M A R K E T I N G
MATERIALS REVIEW:
DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL: HUNTSVILLE/MADISON
COUNTY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
1) Does the material demonstrate ethnic/cultural
diversity in the community?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
The web site shows very few people at all except
for the front page and a section with pictures of ribbon cuttings. Most of the site is text.
2) Does the material show an active, contemporary
cultural scene?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
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3) Does the material show people participating in
active outdoor recreation?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
4) Does it show young people enjoying the city?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
5) If the name of the city were taken off of the
materials, would you know where you were? Is
there a unique sense of place demonstrated in
the materials?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
6) Does the material show an active urban lifestyle
(focus on urban design, pedestrian traffic, mass
transit, busy city streets)?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
7) Are unique neighborhoods highlighted and promoted?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
8) Is the music/bar/nightlife scene of the city shown?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
9) Does the city portray a dated or new image of
itself?
_ Very Dated X Dated _ Somewhat New _ New
and Very Hip
The site is a typical chamber site. The only “new”
on the site are the reports and a section I stumbled
upon that shows national press and recognition the
city has received. If a young person considering moving to Huntsville came upon this site, it is likely that
they would not use it to form an opinion of the city,
but to get a demographic picture of the city if they
were highly inquisitive.

HUNTSVILLE TALENT MAGNET PROJECT
SURVEY OF CITY GUIDES/NEWCOMER
PA C K E T S / W E B S I T E S / M A R K E T I N G
MATERIALS REVIEW:

6) Does the material show an active urban lifestyle
(focus on urban design, pedestrian traffic, mass
transit, busy city streets)?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS:
HUNTSVILLE WEB SITE

7) Are unique neighborhoods highlighted and promoted?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
Despite Huntsville’s picturesque neighborhoods
right downtown, there are no listings, much less photographs, of them.

THE

CITY

OF

1) Does the material demonstrate ethnic/cultural
diversity in the community?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
The web site is very text heavy and does not
show many people except for an inordinate amount
of photos of the mayor in one section.
2) Does the material show an active, contemporary
cultural scene?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
There is no reference to the cultural offerings of
the city.
3) Does the material show people participating in
active outdoor recreation?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
Though there is a section on recreation, it is all
copy and no photos except for an online PDF version
of the recreation guide, which caters almost exclusively to children.

8) Is the music/bar/nightlife scene of the city shown?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
9) Does the city portray a dated or new image of
itself?
X Very Dated _ Dated _ Somewhat New _ New and Very Hip
The web site design itself feels very dated. It’s
hard to read and hard to navigate. There are virtually no pictures. It doesn’t sell the city at all. In fact,
the only information about the city outside of
departmental sites, is its history – there’s nothing
about living there at all.

4) Does it show young people enjoying the city?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
5) If the name of the city were taken off of the
materials, would you know where you were? Is
there a unique sense of place demonstrated in
the materials?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
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HUNTSVILLE TALENT MAGNET PROJECT
SURVEY OF CITY GUIDES/NEWCOMER
PA C K E T S / W E B S I T E S / M A R K E T I N G
MATERIALS REVIEW:

6) Does the material show an active urban lifestyle
(focus on urban design, pedestrian traffic, mass
transit, busy city streets)?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt

DESCRIPTION OF MATERIALS: INSIDE HUNTSVILLE
BOOKLET PUBLISHED BY INSIDE HUNTSVILLE

7) Are unique neighborhoods highlighted and promoted?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
Not even in the copy do you find information on
neighborhoods.

1) Does the material demonstrate ethnic/cultural
diversity in the community?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
Like most of the materials in Huntsville, this one
also lacks any pictures (outside of ads). This publication is clearly a tool for selling ads, with promotion of
the city taking a backseat. Of the 80 or so pages, only
25 are not ads, but tables of content and listings for
categories such as nightlife, restaurants, etc. – no
photos, no people.
2) Does the material show an active, contemporary
cultural scene?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
3) Does the material show people participating in
active outdoor recreation?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
4) Does it show young people enjoying the city?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
5) If the name of the city were taken off of the materials, would you know where you were? Is there a
unique sense of place demonstrated in the
materials?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
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8) Is the music/bar/nightlife scene of the city shown?
X Not at all _ Somewhat _ Yes _ Without a doubt
Only in listings and ads.
9) Does the city portray a dated or new image of
itself?
X Very Dated _ Dated _ Somewhat New _ New and Very Hip
It doesn’t really portray anything at all about the
city.

